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Abstract
With the introduction of PowerMax SRDF/Metro remote high
availability, database administrators have a new way to protect their
SQL Server with higher efficiency and better performance. This white
paper discusses PowerMax SRDF/Metro functionality protecting SQL
Server on a Microsoft failover cluster.
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Executive summary

Executive summary
The Dell EMC PowerMax family was specifically created to fully unlock the performance
benefits that NVMe offers to applications. NVMe is a set of standards that defines a PCI
express (PCIe) interface that is used to efficiently access Non-Volatile Memory (NVM)
storage media. PowerMax NVM media includes both NAND-based flash storage and
dual-ported Storage Class Memory (SCM) drive technology such as Intel Optane.
In the PowerMaxOS Q3 2019 release, PowerMax added support for SCM drives together
with Machine Learning (ML) algorithms for data placement when both NAND and SCM
drives are used. The update also introduced end-to-end FC-NVMe (NVMe over FiberChannel Fabrics) to optimize data access between server and storage, and 32 Gb frontend modules that allow faster connectivity speed per port.
In the PowerMaxOS Q3 2020 release, PowerMax added support for SRDF/Metro Smart
DR to add disaster recovery capabilities to SRDF/Metro HA clusters. SRDF/Metro Smart
DR allows combining high availability (HA) and disaster recovery (DR) by providing an
Active/Active infrastructure with synchronous replications for Microsoft failover clusters
and allowing async replications to extended distance data center. Previously, this solution
required each of the SRDF/Metro storage systems to have its own remote copy of the
data. SRDF/Metro Smart DR introduced the ability to combine the DR targets to one copy
of the data. With SRDF Metro Smart DR, both HA and DR solutions are combined into a
powerful business strategy that is easy to deploy, delivers high scale and performance,
and avoids database overhead.
More and more data centers are now highly virtualized for consolidation, ease of
management, and to support the growing trend to transition applications to hybrid clouds.
Microsoft failover clusters are also commonly deployed across virtual machines running
on HA clusters. Both VMware ESXi servers and Microsoft Windows servers support such
use cases. SRDF/Metro can also protect multi-layer clusters by providing HA for Microsoft
applications deployed on virtualized environments.
At the same time, the PowerMax family continues to provide all the features required by
enterprise applications such as six-nines (99.9999%) availability, encryption, replications,
data reduction, and massive consolidation. These features are now delivered with I/O
latencies that are measured in microseconds.
This white paper explains the benefits and best practices of deploying Microsoft failover
clusters and SQL Server failover clusters on physical and virtual environments that
include Dell EMC PowerMax storage systems using SRDF/Metro with the optional
addition of Smart DR.

Audience
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This white paper is intended for database and system administrators, storage
administrators, and system architects who are responsible for implementing, managing,
and maintaining Microsoft SQL Server on Microsoft failover clusters with PowerMax
storage systems on physical or virtual environments on Microsoft Windows servers or
VMware clusters. It is assumed that readers have some familiarity with Microsoft failover
clusters, SQL Server, virtualization and the PowerMax family, and are interested in
achieving higher database availability, performance, and ease of storage management.
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SRDF/Metro and Microsoft SQL Server Failover Cluster benefits
The problem
with failover
solutions

Customers expect uninterrupted online access to their applications 24 hours a day, 7 days
a week. However, software and hardware do require maintenance and may fail from time
to time. The cost of these downtimes can be extreme, affected by the criticality of the
system and the length of the outage. Having a robust infrastructure that minimizes
downtime is quite important. Failover to a remote site is part of that infrastructure solution.
However, the problem with such a solution is the temporary user disruption and potential
loss of work that takes place while the application is restarted on the target database. To
avoid a failover, a clustered solution can be used in which multiple servers provide High
Availability to the applications so that if any of them fail, the workload can continue on the
surviving cluster nodes.

Benefits of
Microsoft
failover clusters
and high
availability (HA)

A Microsoft failover cluster is a group of independent physical servers or virtual machines
(cluster nodes) that provides high availability and scalability of clustered roles. These
cluster nodes feature a software and hardware configuration that allows the services to
run on surviving nodes if one or more cluster nodes fail. Cluster roles are also pro-actively
monitored to ensure smooth functioning of the applications. As needed, roles are moved
to better performing nodes automatically or under user control. Failover clusters also
provide Cluster Shared Volume (CSV) functionality that provides a consistent, distributed
names space that cluster roles can use to access shared storage across all nodes.

Dell EMC
SRDF/Metro
simplifies
Microsoft
failover cluster
deployment

SRDF/Metro is based on synchronous storage replication. It does not compete with the
database for I/Os or CPU resources. It can leverage optional “cross-links” in the
deployment. Cross-links allow each cluster node to have visibility to both storage systems.
If a node loses connectivity to its nearest storage system, it can continue processing
transactions using the remote storage system.
With SRDF/Metro, both source (R1) and target (R2) devices have full read/write data
access while synchronized. To accomplish this, the storage replicates—meaning that it
writes in both directions and services reads from the storage closest to the requesting
node.

Figure 1.

Dell EMC SRDF/Metro with extended distance Microsoft Failover cluster

SRDF/Metro achieves this true active/active storage replication in the following way. Each
PowerMax storage device has two SCSI personalities — internal (their initial WWN and
geometry), and external (which usually matches the internal, but can be ‘spoofed’ to
match another device). When SRDF/Metro paired devices are synchronized, the R2
devices’ external SCSI personality is set to match the R1 devices’ SCSI personality. As a
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result, to the Windows failover cluster, each synchronized R1 and R2 device appears as
multiple paths to a single local storage device. Shared storage devices or distributed and
stretched CSVs that can be actively read/written by any cluster node can be presented to
the Windows failover cluster.
All local and remote paths to the shared storage can be managed by multipathing
software (such as Windows MPIO or Dell EMC PowerPath). If the optional cross-links are
used, Dell EMC PowerPath software can set them to ‘auto-standby’ so they are used only
if all the main paths to the nearest storage system have failed. The server I/Os will not be
doubled and I/O latencies will remain minimal as I/Os are directed to the nearest storage
system while it is available.
The overall management of the solution is simplified because you only need to monitor
the replication health across the two storage systems. Also, by making the R1 and R2
devices seem identical to the Windows failover cluster, the cluster software is not aware
that the storage is extended or stretched. As a result, no additional configuration is
necessary on the Windows failover cluster to support stretched clusters using
SRDF/Metro.
SCSI-3 persistent reservation (SCSI-3 PER) is another important concept for the
clustered environment. SCSI-3 PER is used for I/O fencing and to resolve issues using
SCSI reservations when multiple nodes try to access the SCSI device. PowerMax and
several previous families of Dell EMC storage systems have supported SCSI-3 PER;
therefore, most operating systems and clusters running on both physical and virtual
machines are supported by PowerMax. Although VMware Metro cluster has supported
Microsoft failover cluster using Raw Device Mapping (RDM) for several releases, with
vSphere 6.5 and higher, SCSI-3 PER is supported by VMware metro clusters on Microsoft
failover cluster using CSVs as well. Currently, SRDF/Metro can also be used on VMware
metro cluster environments supporting Microsoft failover cluster using CSVs.
Another challenge of any cluster is to prevent “split-brain” and to determine the surviving
site in the case of a failure. When two or more nodes in a cluster can not communicate
with their peers, and yet continue to write to the storage, they can cause data corruption.
This situation is called a “split-brain”. SRDF/Metro takes a deterministic approach to
protect against a “split-brain” and determines the surviving site based on two
complimentary methods: Bias rules, and Witness rules. These methods are discussed in
more detail in the section SRDF/Metro protection from a “split-brain” situation.

The interaction
between
SRDF/Metro and
Windows failover
cluster
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If there is an unexpected interruption in replication, both the R1 and R2 devices hold all
I/Os temporarily while SRDF/Metro determines which side of the replication is allowed to
resume I/Os. Since we only have the two storage systems to deal with, this process takes
only a few seconds.
SRDF/Metro doesn’t require any integration with an underlying host cluster such as a
Microsoft failover cluster. By simply stopping I/Os on one storage system and allowing
them to resume on the other, the Windows failover cluster will reconfigure on its own.
Nodes that can perform I/Os to the quorum files remain up and running, and nodes that
can not will be removed from the cluster. Application roles, such as SQL server roles, will
also start on these surviving nodes which will allow resumption of client connectivity for
SQL Server. It is essential that SRDF/Metro resumes I/Os faster than the Windows
failover cluster disk timeout interval to avoid a race condition. If Windows failover cluster
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determines that its quorum files can not be reached anywhere across the cluster before
the storage resumes I/Os, then all the cluster nodes will go down. Since SRDF/Metro
resumes I/Os in a matter of seconds this race condition does not occur.
As a safety measure to prevent data corruption, the SRDF/Metro devices on the side that
resumes I/Os become (or remain) R1 devices, take a RW state (read/write state, making
them available for database server read and write I/O operations), and maintain the same
external SCSI personality they had during active/active replication. The SRDF/Metro
devices on the side that stopped servicing I/Os become (or remain) R2 devices, take a
WD state (write disabled state), and do not maintain the same external SCSI personality
as they did during replication.

SRDF/Metro
performance
benefits in
Microsoft SQL
Server failover
cluster
environments

Performance is one of the main concerns in maintaining consistent data across distance.
SRDF/Metro helps to maintain high performance in a few ways:
1.

It utilizes the closest storage system to the Microsoft SQL Server failover cluster
node for all I/Os. Even if cross-links are used, they are in passive (standby) mode,
as long as the paths to the local storage system are working.

2.

It optimizes database read I/O latencies, as PowerMax has a large capacity
cache. When the required data is in the PowerMax cache, reads are satisfied
directly from the cache. Otherwise, the data is fetched from the local storage
NVMe flash media, utilizing features such as Optimized Read Miss to make the
transfer even faster.

3.

It optimizes database write I/O latencies, as writes are sent to the local storage
system’s cache. Since PowerMax cache is considered persistent, there is no
need to wait for writes to be flushed to the NVMe storage. Instead, the writes are
immediately replicated synchronously from the local storage system cache to the
remote storage system cache and acknowledged to the database server.

As a result, SRDF/Metro is well-suited for Microsoft SQL Server failover cluster
deployments. It is quickly deployed and easy to use.

SRDF/Metro
protection from a
“split-brain”
situation

A “split-brain” happens when two or more nodes in a cluster can not communicate, and
yet, believe that they are the only survivor and should keep writing to storage, essentially
corrupting the data. SRDF/Metro takes a deterministic approach to not allow a “split-brain”
to occur when the two storage systems can not communicate. Two complimentary
methods are used to protect against a “split-brain”: SRDF/Metro Bias rules and
SRDF/Metro Witness rules.

SRDF/Metro Bias rules
Under Bias rules, one side of the SRDF/Metro paired devices (where the R1 devices are)
has the ‘Bias’, and therefore it is pre-determined to “win”, or resume I/Os, if replication
stopped unexpectedly. The other side (where the R2 devices are), is pre-determined to
immediately stop servicing I/Os.
SRDF/Metro synchronized device-pairs protected by Bias rules alone show a state of
‘ActiveBias’.
While using Bias rules is an incontestable method for preventing a “split-brain” (only one
side can resume I/Os), it is not flexible, as a “disaster” may then occur where the Bias
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side is, requiring manual intervention to make the non-Biased side available. To protect
against this situation, SRDF/Metro uses Witness rules in addition to Bias rules.
Note: Starting with PowerMaxOS 5978 Q3 2019 release, SRDF/Metro regularly takes additional
factors into account to determine the Bias side, such as which of the storage systems has an
active SRDF/A protection, available storage directors, etc. That means that the Bias may change
dynamically during SRDF/Metro replication to reflect these factors.

SRDF/Metro Witness rules
Under Witness rules, an added component called a Witness serves as a real-time
arbitrator when an active/active SRDF group unexpectedly stops replicating. SRDF/Metro,
with the help of the Witness, quickly determines, in real-time, which storage system is
deemed best to continue servicing I/Os for that SRDF group, based on the situation and
failure conditions.
These factors are important for working with Witness:
1.

A Bias is still automatically set for every SRDF group in an SRDF/Metro
configuration, even if a Witness is used. That is in case the Witness is removed or
can not be reached. However, if a Witness is configured, it overrides the Bias.

2.

A Witness can be array-based (“physical” Witness). In that situation, another
VMAX or PowerMax storage system’s SRDF links are used just for the purpose of
health communication (no data is sent across them). A Witness can also be
Virtual (vWitness). In that situation, one or more VMware virtual appliances
(vApps) communicate with SRDF/Metro over IP about the cluster’s health. The
Solutions Enabler or Unisphere for VMAX or PowerMax vApps include a vWitness
component.

3.

You should configure multiple Witnesses, but only one Witness can be in effect at
a time. SRDF/Metro will only start using a Witness when both storage systems
can reach it and agree to use it. If both physical and virtual Witnesses are
configured, the physical Witness takes precedence.

4.

As SRDF/Metro replication granularity is at an SRDF group level (a collection of
paired R1 and R2 devices), the choice of a Witness is also done at that
granularity — per SRDF group. Therefore, different SRDF groups in active/active
state may use different Witnesses, or a single Witness may serve multiple SRDF
groups.

5.

As mentioned earlier, if a Witness is not configured, or communication with the
last Witness is lost while SRDF/Metro is already in active/active state,
SRDF/Metro reverts to using Bias rules.

SRDF/Metro synchronized device-pairs protected by Witness rules show a state of
ActiveActive.

SRDF/Metro
Smart DR

SRDF/Metro provides higher database resiliency at short distances (up to approximately
100km), based on synchronous replication. To provide longer distance resiliency, SRDF
asynchronous (SRDF/A) replication can be used.
SRDF/Metro Smart DR integrates SRDF/Metro and SRDF/A to allow both HA (provided
by SRDF/Metro and Microsoft failover cluster) and DR (provided by SRDF/A). Previously,
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this solution required each of the SRDF/Metro storage systems to have its own SRDF/A
remote copy of the data. With PowerMaxOS release of Q3 2020, SRDF/Metro Smart DR
introduced the ability to combine the DR targets to a single copy of the data.
The two sides of an SRDF/Metro system are set to the active/active state as before,
servicing both read and writes. Each side is also connected with SRDF/A to a third
storage system farther away. Only one side of the SRDF/Metro storage systems, called
the ‘Master’, will actively transmit data to the DR site, while the secondary system will
monitor and keep track of the updated data. In the event of a failure that causes the
Master to drop connectivity to the DR site, the secondary system in the SRDF/Metro
Smart DR will take over and start transmitting data to the DR site.

Figure 2.

SRDF/Metro Smart DR Environment

SRDF/Metro deployment with Microsoft failover cluster
This section describes how to deploy SRDF/Metro with Microsoft SQL Server failover
cluster on a Microsoft failover cluster. Although the configuration shown was set in a
single lab environment, the deployment may take place between different floors, buildings,
or data centers. There are infrastructure requirements to provide synchronous SRDF
connectivity between the two storage systems, and a single network subnet for Windows
failover cluster deployment. A summary of the installation of Microsoft SQL Server failover
cluster on Windows failover cluster node on a single node and the addition of a second
node is given in the setup section. Microsoft SQL Server Best Practices on PowerMax
White Paper provides configuration and performance best practices and it can be found in
the References. Other Microsoft SQL Server failover cluster requirements and
configuration details are beyond scope of this document and can be found in some of the
other References as well.

Lab environment The table below describes the hardware and software components in this SRDF/Metro
environment:
hardware and
software
• A single-brick (one engine) PowerMax 8000 storage system includes: 1 TB raw
configuration
cache, which is the smallest configuration for this system
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•

Two Dell R740 servers, each with 24 CPU cores and 256 GB RAM memory

•

Windows Server 2019

•

Microsoft SQL Server 2019

•

HammerDB SQL Server benchmark to generate SQL Server workloads

Table 1.

Hardware and software components

Category

Type

Quantity/size

Storage system

PowerMax 8000 storage
system

Release

•

1 x brick, 1 TB raw cache

•

30 x NVMe NAND SSD

•

8 x NVMe SCM

•

Each Dell server: 2 x Intel Xeon E5-2690v4 2.6GHz (total 24
cores), 256 GB RAM

PowerMaxOS Q3 2020

Database servers

2 x Dell R740

Operating System
(OS)

Windows Server 2019 with failover clustering and MPIO

Host bus adapater
(HBA)

Broadcom (Emulex)

Each server: 2 x dual port 32 Gb
HBAs (total of 4 initiator ports)

2 x LPe32002 (per server)

Microsoft SQL
Server

SQL Server

Two-node SQL Server failover
cluster

SQL Server 2019

Benchmark tools

OLTP

OLTP: HammerDB 3.23

SRDF/Metro HA Setup
This section shows the steps involved in creating SRDF/Metro HA protection to Microsoft
SQL Server running on Microsoft Windows failover cluster without the Smart DR
component.
These steps are required to set up SRDF/Metro for Microsoft Failover cluster. Several
steps are described with screenshots from Unisphere for PowerMax and include multiple
inherent tasks. Please follow the numbered items on the figures to successfully complete
the configuration steps.

Step 1:
Prerequisites
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•

Step 1: Prerequisites

•

Step 2: Create an SRDF connection between the storage systems

•

Step 3: Set up Witness and establish the connection to vWitness

•

Step 4: Determine which storage groups to protect

•

Step 5: Create empty SRDF groups with labels

•

Step 6: Option 1 (not recommended): set up protection using “Bias” or “Witness”

•

Step 7: Masking views creation

These are the prerequisites to a successful SRDF/Metro HA setup:
•

Windows Server failover clusters have specific requirements for disk resources,
network configuration, and hardware compatibility among other things. It is
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important to identify the cluster nodes that meet those requirements to be able to
pass cluster validation steps highlighted later in this section.
•

A Witness component is highly recommended in SRDF/Metro setup. The role of a
Witness is to be an arbitrator in case the SRDF/Metro ‘local’ and ‘remote’ storage
systems cannot communicate. The Witness helps SRDF/Metro determine which is
the “winning” side that should continue to service I/Os. The recommendation is to
plan for one or more Witnesses.

•

SRDF/Metro has an extensive support matrix. It is highly recommended to ensure
the environment is supported before starting a deployment.

•

We will set up a two-node Windows Server failover cluster and deploy a SQL
Server failover cluster. Additional nodes can be added following a similar
procedure.

•

It is expected that each Windows Server failover cluster node is zoned and masked
to either the local or the remote storage systems, but not both. This increases the
solution’s overall simplicity. If using cross-links, refer to the section Using crosslinks.

•

It is important to ensure that both local and remote storage systems have SRDF
ports available and zoned to each other over FC or GigE.

•

Devices for Windows failover cluster quorum, SQL Server data and log volumes are
created and formatted for the source/R1 side cluster node. Starting with Windows
Server 2019, device format sizes of 128KB and higher are also supported. We
recommend using at least 128KB format size as the best practice with PowerMax.
This allocation unit size aligns with the PowerMax track size of 128KB and provides
optimal performance and synergy with other PowerMax data services such as
Windows Offloaded Data Transfer (ODX), and PowerMax compression and
deduplication.

When is the ‘remote’ environment ready for use?
To answer this question, we need to examine the storage devices in a PowerMax system.
Each device has two SCSI identities: an internal identity which is the original World Wide
Name (WWN) and geometry, and an external identity which can be changed to look like
another device. SRDF/Metro changes the external SCSI identity of the remote devices to
make them identical to the local devices WWNs. This can only happen once SRDF/Metro
is fully in sync, and the paired devices’ data is identical, with a replication state of
active/active. Only then can Windows Server failover cluster use these devices on the
remote storage system since now they will be in a RW (Read Write) state.

SRDF naming conventions
In an SRDF environment a minimum of two storage systems are required. SRDF
designates the name R1 to the replication source devices and R2 to the replication target
devices. Once SRDF/Metro is in active/active state, both sides are equally replicating
writes back and forth, so there are no differences between source or target systems, R1
or R2 devices. They are seen as the same device by the host.

When replication stops
If for any reason SRDF/Metro replication stops (planned or unplanned), SRDF will choose
a surviving (winning) side, either by the user’s choice (planned), or by using the Witness
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rules or Bias rules (unplanned). The devices at the winning side will automatically become
or remain R1 devices that are set to RW state and maintain the external SCSI identity
used during the active/active replication period. The devices on the side that did not win
will become or remain R2, set to WD (Write Disabled state), and their external SCSI
identity does not stay the same as it was when they were in the active/active replication
period. This is the expected behavior when a cluster is partitioned to avoid any chance of
a split-brain situation.

Step 2: Create an An initial SRDF group is needed to provide the first path for syscalls to the remote system
so that all the other higher functions of our management tools can work in the SRDF
SRDF
environment. Steps to set up the SRDF connection are as follows:
connection
between the
1.
Select Data Protection (1) > SRDF Groups (2) > SRDF Groups Wizard (3).
storage systems
2.

Click More Actions (4) and select Create SRDF Connection (5) > Create SRDF
Connection Wizard.

3.

In Configure Local (6) > enter local SRDF Group Label, select SRDF Group
Number and Local Port. This initial connection step allows the selection of only a
single port as that is all that is needed to establish the connectivity. Other ports
can be added later during actual SRDF group configuration.

Figure 3.

4.
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Create SRDF Connection on local side

In Configure Remote (7) > enter local SRDF Group Label, select SRDF Group
Number and Remote Port, Review Summary (8) and click on “Run Now” at the
bottom right of the wizard to run the configuration step and setup SRDF
connection on local side.
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Step 3: Set up
Witness and
establish the
connection to
vWitness

Although SRDF/Metro can operate without a Witness (using Bias rules), it is highly
recommended to configure one or more Witnesses as arbitrators in case of an unplanned
cluster partitioning. If the two sides cannot communicate between themselves, the
Witness helps SRDF/Metro determine which side to keep alive to avoid a split-brain
situation.
There are two choices for Witness configuration: physical or virtual. More than one
Witness can be configured, however, only one can be active at a time. In addition, if both
physical and virtual Witnesses are configured, the physical witness takes precedence.
•

A physical Witness for SRDF/Metro is simply an SRDF group that doesn’t send any
data and merely serves a role of a third site to SRDF/Metro for cluster arbitration
purposes only. To create a physical Witness, create an SRDF group from both the
‘local’ and ‘remote’ storage systems to a third VMAX or PowerMax storage system.
To do this select “SRDF Metro Witness Group” when creating SRDF group as
described in Step 5: Create empty SRDF groups with labels. Repeat SRDF group
creation on remote side as well.

•

A virtual Witness (or vWitness) for SRDF/Metro is simply a pre-configured VMware
ESX virtual appliance (vApp) of Solutions Enabler, Unisphere for PowerMax, or
Unisphere for VMAX. Adding a virtual Witness is demonstrated below.

To set up vWitness follow these steps:
1.

Deploy Solutions Enabler vApp on ESXi server.

2.

Connect to the vWitness dashboard using a browser using its IP address. As we
can see it will not have connectivity to any PowerMax systems until after the
deployment.

Figure 4.

vWitness Dashboard

3.

Once SRDF connectivity between local and remote arrays is established as
described in Step 2: Create an SRDF connection between the storage systems,
configure vWitness using Unisphere for PowerMax.

4.

To add a virtual Witness select Data Protection (1) > Virtual Witness (2) >
Create Virtual Witness (3).

5.

Enter a name for the virtual witness.
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6.

Enter the IP of the virtual witness (4), check the box to “Add Virtual Witness to
remote arrays” (5) and select the arrays that will use the same vWitness (6).

Figure 5.

Configuration of vWitness

On Unisphere for PowerMax Data Protection>Virtual Witness, vWitness that is
configured, but not yet used by any SRDF/Metro group, will appear as “not in use.”

Figure 6.
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vWitness configured but not used by any SRDF/Metro groups
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Step 4:
Determine which
storage groups
to protect

A storage group (SG) is a way to group devices together so they can be managed as a
single entity. A SG can be stand-alone or in a parent-child relationship. A parent SG
contains one or more child SGs. In this way, storage management operations on the
stand-alone (or child) SG apply only to that SG, and operations on the parent apply to all
of its child SGs as a unit. There are different ways in which a storage group can be
created and the parent-child relationship shown here can be defined. These steps are not
defined in this document. See the Dell EMC PowerMax Family Product Guide for more
details on this topic or to other documents found in the References. For Microsoft SQL
Server data and log child storage groups are created and added to a parent storage group
to manage the entire database as a single entity while still allowing specific service levels
and other storage level policies applied to the children.

Figure 7.

Step 5: Create
empty SRDF
groups with
labels

List of SGs to be Protected

Create an empty SRDF group with a group label indicating the SG to be protected as
follows:
1.

Choose Data Protection (1)> SRDF Groups (2) > Create SRDF Group (3).

2.

Select a Communication Protocol (FC or iSCSI), Remote Array ID, and SRDF
Group Label, as shown in the figure below.

3.

Configure Local (4), select Group Number and Local Ports.

4.

Configure Remote (5), specify these parameters for the remote array, review
summary (6), and select Run Now from the drop-down list at the bottom right
(7).

5.

Review Task in Progress (8) to complete the step to create empty SRDF group
between local and remote array.

Note: The reason we are pre-creating the SRDF group labels and only later selecting them during
SRDF/Metro protection step is because when we prepare them in advance, we can select the
exact ports we want to use and set the labels to match their proposed usage. Alternatively, it is
possible to skip this step and use an ad-hoc SRDF group creation during SRDF/Metro protection
step, however, it makes that step more complex.
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Figure 8.

Create empty SRDF Group on local side

Step 6: Option 1 To set up SRDF/Metro protection using Bias, follow these steps:
(not
1.
Select Storage Groups (1) > select the storage group to be protected (2), then
recommended):
click Protect (3).
set up protection
using “Bias”
2.
In Protect wizard (4), Select Technology and select Set up high availability
using SRDF/Metro.
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3.

Select Configure Metro (5), choose remote array and under “Protected by”
select “Bias.” Enter the name of the storage group to be set up on the remote
array. Optionally choose a service level for that new storage group.

4.

Review the summary (6) and select “Run Now” at the bottom of the screen.
Monitor the progress (7). When the task completes (8), a new set of devices
will be created and added to the specified storage group on the remote array and
replication will be established between devices on the local storage group and the
remote storage group.
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Figure 9.

Storage Group selected to protect with SRDF/Metro

Once the SRDF group is set up, the RDF group will start synchronizing from R1 (local)
side to R2 (remote) side. Data Protection (1) > SRDF Group (2) will show new groups
configured. Storage > Storage Groups > Data Protection (3) will show state of
“SynInProg” and the end of the synchronization the state of RDF group will change to
“ActiveBias” (4) to indicate that Bias is in use for arbitration.

Figure 10. Synchronization of the RDF group and setup of Bias
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Step 6: Option 2
(recommended):
setup protection
using “Witness”

Once either Physical, or vWitness, or both types of protection are added, you can protect
the storage groups with SRDF/Metro using a Witness. Instead of choosing Protected By Bias in Step 6: Option 1 (not recommended): set up protection using “Bias”, select
Witness protection. SRDF/Metro will use Physical and/or Virtual Witness as defined.
This figure shows verification that the Virtual witness is in use.

Figure 11. Virtual Witness in use

The pair State of the devices will now show Active/Active to indicate that the storage
groups are using Witness rules protection.

Figure 12. Pair State of devices in Witness rules protection

Step 7: Masking
views creation

18

PowerMax devices are made visible to hosts through masking views. To create a masking
view, you need a storage group (SG), a port group (PG), and an initiator group (IG). The
SG contains the devices that you want to make visible to the host. The PG contains the
storage front-end ports that you want to make the devices visible across. And the IG
contains the host bus adaptor (HBA) ports’ WWNs (also known as initiators.) An IG can
be “cascade”, meaning that it can have a parent-child relationship. We recommend that in
Windows server failover cluster setup each database server (cluster node) has its own IG.
They can then all be aggregated into the parent IG, representing the cluster. The parent
IG is used to create the masking view. This allows for easy addition or removal of a node
in the cluster by simply adding or removing its IG from the parent IG.
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The masking views are stored in the storage system containing the devices. As a result,
each server that requires access to devices in a storage system needs to be part of a
masking view in that system. Once the masking view is created, the devices in the SG are
visible across the storage ports in the PG to the hosts’ initiators in the IG. Any change of a
component of the masking view automatically propagates throughout the masking view.
For example, if we add devices to the SG, they will automatically be made visible to the
servers. If we add or remove a child-IG from its parent-IG, the appropriate server will
either start seeing or stop seeing devices in the storage group of the masking view.
There are two key things to keep in mind when working with masking views:
•

The masking view does not replace the need for SAN zoning. That means that the
physical FC connectivity between host initiators and storage ports, or ‘zoning’, still
needs to be taken care of separately.

•

Any Windows server that requires access to newly presented devices will need to
rescan the device to register the new devices when they were made visible for the
first time (for example, if using cross links and presenting the remote devices).

Creating masking views
Follow these steps to create masking views:
1.

Before the masking view is created, the storage admin should create the initiator
group (IG) using the Hosts > Hosts menu for each cluster node, then aggregate
them into a Host Group or parent-IG for the cluster.

2.

Create the port-group (PG) from the Hosts > Port Groups menu. Once the
masking view components are created (IGs, and PG), go to the masking view
menu (Hosts > Masking Views) and create the masking views. Create one
masking view for the entire SQL server database parent storage group containing
data and log as its children.

Figure 13. Masking Views created
Note: If cross-links are used then All cluster nodes will need visibility to the ‘remote’ devices. If
cross-links are not used, then each database server only has visibility to one of the storage
systems – the ‘local’ or ‘remote’. In that case, only the servers connected to the ‘remote’ storage
system are included in the ‘remote’ storage masking views.
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Note: Since masking views are stored in the storage system, if cross-links are used, to create the
masking views of the remote storage system, open the remote system’s Unisphere and perform
the operation from there.

Using cross-links
Using cross-links increases the overall cluster availability at the cost of added complexity.
With cross-links, each cluster node has visibility to the paired devices in both storage
systems. For example, if SRDF/Metro replication stops (under planned or unplanned
circumstances), only one system will “win” and its R1 devices will continue to serve I/Os.
The other storage system will turn its devices to R2 and stop servicing I/Os.
Without cross-links, the Windows failover cluster nodes connected to the storage system
with the R2 devices will have to shut down (during a planned downtime) or crash (in the
event of unplanned downtime), because no I/Os are allowed and the failover cluster will
evict these nodes out of the cluster. However, with cross-links, if the servers survived the
“disaster”, All cluster nodes will continue to service I/Os from the paths going to the
“winning” system’s R1 devices. Perhaps that storage system is further away and reads
that previously were serviced from the ‘closer’ system are now a little slower, but all
database instances remain up and running, servicing I/Os and users.
Note: Remember that even if cross-links are not used, the cluster roles connected to the “winning”
storage system will continue to service I/Os, and user sessions can automatically reconnect there.
Still, some will prefer to not bring down any cluster roles if possible, even if replication stops or
connectivity to one storage system is disrupted.

When using cross-links, adhere to these rules:
•

Each cluster node is zoned to both storage systems, and masking views to all
nodes are created in both storage systems. As a result, each cluster node has
visibility to both local and remote devices.

•

In order for both reads and writes to be serviced from the local storage system, if
PowerPath is used, enable the auto-standby feature. To do so, run the following
command on each database server.

Figure 14. Setting the auto-standby feature to on

PowerPath uses the response time threshold of each path to determine which are the
local and which are the remote paths. It then places the remote paths (the paths with the
higher latency) in an auto-standby mode, so they are not used. Only if there are no valid
paths to the local device left, will it re-enable these paths.
Note: Auto-standby mode gives PowerPath an advantage in SRDF/Metro configuration with
cross-links, as compared to native multipathing. Only the local paths (with lower latency) will
service I/Os. The remote paths over the cross-links will be available just in case all the local paths
failed.
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Adding SRDF/Metro Smart DR protection to an existing
SRDF/Metro configuration
This section describes the following steps involved in adding Smart DR protection to an
existing SRDF/Metro configuration.
•

Step 1: Determine the Storage Groups to protect with SRDF/A

•

Step 2: Create empty SRDF/A groups from the R1 and R2 side

•

Step 3: Add Smart DR protection from the R1 side

•

Step 4: Add Smart DR protection to SRDF/Metro storage group

To add SRDF/Metro Smart DR to an existing SRDF/Metro environment, you will need to
add an SRDF/A leg to both the R1 and the R2 sides of the SRDF/Metro environment. You
must also provide an SRDF connection from the SRDF/Metro storage systems to the
SRDF/A leg. Repeat Step 2: Create an SRDF connection between the storage systems
from the SRDF/Metro HA Setup section of this document to create an SRDF connection
between the storage systems.

Step 1:
Determine the
Storage Groups
to protect with
SRDF/A

The same SGs that are protected with SRDF/Metro for HA should also be considered for
protection with Smart DR for DR purposes. In this step nothing is done except to identify
the SG to be protected so that appropriate SRDF groups can be set for them in the next
step.Step 1: Determine the Storage Groups to protect with SRDF/A

Figure 15. Identify the Storage Groups to be protected with SRDF/A

Step 2: Create
empty SRDF/A
groups from the
R1 and R2 side

To add the SRDF/A leg, create empty SRDF groups from R1 (Metro_DR1) and R2
(Metro_DR2) side to the tertiary system to be used in the setup. We will later select these
SRDF groups, when protecting the SGs with Smart DR. See Step 5: Create empty SRDF
groups with labels for more details.
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Figure 16. Empty SRDF Groups for Smart DR protection from R1 and R2 side

Step 3: Add
Smart DR
protection from
the R1 side
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To add Smart DR protection from the R1 side, we will use empty SRDF groups created in
prior section and setup replication in Asynchronous mode. For details follow these steps,
which refer to the circled numbers in the figure below:
1.

Select Storage (1) > storage group (2) > protect (3).

2.

Choose Setup remote replication using SRDF (4).

3.

Select the Remote Array ID (5) and the replication mode – Asynchronous (6).

4.

Select Manual and choose the empty SRDF groups created on R1 and tertiary
side.

5.

Select Establish the pairs to start synchronization once the devices are created
on remote side.

6.

Review the SRDF Summary (6). Once the task is run (by clicking Run Now at
the bottom of the screen), new devices and storage group on remote side are
created, and asynchronous replication is started between the R1 side and the
storage group on the tertiary system.
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Figure 17. Storage Group selected to be protected with SRDF/A

7.

As shown in the figure, device pairings take place.

Figure 18. R1 devices paired with newly created storage group on third site

8.

The state of the RDF group between the local and remote storage groups
changes to “consistent.”
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Figure 19. R1 side storage group D/R established

Step 4: Add
Smart DR
protection to
SRDF/Metro
storage group
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There are a couple of ways to add Smart DR protection to existing SRDF/Metro group.
The method described here will convert an SRDF/Metro group and add Smart DR
protection to that. For other ways to set this up and additional guidance refer to Dell EMC
PowerMax Family Product Guide in References.
In this step, we will add Smart DR to the SRDF/Metro storage group by utilizing the R1
side DR protection that we just set up, and we will select empty the RDF group from the
R2 side (Metro_DR2) that we had created earlier.
1.

Select Storage>Storage Group (1) and select data protection (2) > SRDF on
the storage group and choose the Convert to MetroDR (3) option.

2.

Enter the MetroDR environment name, choose manual and select the empty
RDF group on R2 side (Metro_DR2) (6) that we had created in Step 2: Create
empty SRDF/A groups from the R1 and R2 side. Click OK to return to “Convert
to MetroDR” step (4).

3.

Run the configuration step (7).
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Figure 20.

SRDF/Metro Smart DR setup using conversion method

The following figure shows the progress of this task. As shown, the conversion process
utilizes the remote RDF devices created in Step 3: Add Smart DR protection from the R1
side and creates pairings with the devices on the R2 system.

Figure 21. Smart DR conversion progress
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The following figure shows the synchronization of the RDF group used for Smart DR
setup for R2 side.

Figure 22. SRDF/Metro Smart DR group states

The following figure shows the devices used in the setup. As shown, the devices on the
tertiary storage system used for Smart DR protection from the R1 and R2 sides are
identical (devices 188-18F).

Figure 23. Devices used for Smart DR
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Creating SRDF/Metro and Smart DR protection at the same time
This section shows the following steps involved in creating an SRDF/Metro configuration
with Smart DR at the same time. It is recommended to first read Step 1: Prerequisites.
•

Step 1: Set up SRDF/Metro and Smart DR on existing storage group

•

Step 2: Review summary and progress of Smart DR setup and storage group
status

This process assumes that the user has already created an SRDF Connection on all three
storage systems that are participating in this SRDF/Metro Smart DR (similar to Step 2:
Create an SRDF connection between the storage systems). Also, it is assumed that the
storage group to be protected is already setup on R1 system.

Step 1: Set up
SRDF/Metro and
Smart DR on
existing storage
group

These are the steps for setting up SRDF/Metro and Smart DR on an existing storage
group:
1.

Select a Storage (1) > Storage Group (2) and choose a storage group name to
protect.

2.

In Protect (3), choose Select Technology as Setup high availability using
SRDF MetroDR (4). This option incorporates both SRDF/Metro setup and Smart
DR setup as described separately in prior sections. It creates the required storage
groups on both the R2 side PowerMax system for SRDF/Metro and the tertiary
PowerMax system for Smart DR.

3.

First Configure Metro (5) and enter SRDF/Metro PowerMax system (R2) for
configuration. Provide storage group name to create on R2 system and choose
Establish SRDF Pairs to establish R1 and R2 device pairings when task is run.

4.

The Configure DR Session (6) and enter SRDF/Metro Smart DR PowerMax
system (tertiary system) for configuration. Select SRDF Mode Asynchronous,
provide the storage name to create on that tertiary system and choose Establish
SRDF pairs to establish device pairings between R1 and R2 systems and this
tertiary system.
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Figure 24. Setup Smart DR on existing Storage Group

Step 2: Review
summary and
progress of
Smart DR setup
and storage
group status
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Review the summary of the configuration from Step 1: Set up SRDF/Metro and Smart DR
on existing storage group and follow these steps to continue the set up:
1.

Review the summary (1) and Select Run Now at the bottom of summary screen
to start configuration. Look at task progress steps (2) and (3) as shown in the
figure below to understand the storage group creation and SRDF group
synchronization between R1 and R2 side and tertiary system.

2.

Once the task completes, select Storage Groups (4) > Data Protection to check
the SRDF mode and States for the RDF groups associated with SRDF/Metro and
Smart DR. SRDF/Metro setup between R1 and R2 will show state of
“ActiveActive” and Smart DR setup will show the state of “Consistent”.
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Figure 25. Selecting Storage Group to protect
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Setting up Microsoft failover cluster with SRDF/Metro
Microsoft failover cluster is a high availability environment of independent servers and
virtual machines. There are specific hardware and software compatibility requirements
that will ensure your ability to add nodes to the cluster. Microsoft failover cluster also
offers cluster validation with an extensive set of tests that verify network, storage, and
other requirements for proper functioning of the cluster. Microsoft SQL Server failover
cluster also verifies cluster validation results prior to installation to ensure that setting up
the SQL Server cluster role goes smoothly. Cluster nodes need access to shared disk
resources for node health checks. When a cluster node fails, Microsoft failover cluster
service will pass the control over to a surviving node to resume cluster roles on those
nodes. Microsoft failover cluster service can move cluster roles to different nodes for load
balancing. SRDF/Metro is an active/active high availability solution that makes distributed
shared disk resources available to the application. Thus, Microsoft failover cluster nodes
can access stretched disk resources regardless of whether the cluster node is running on
the R1 side or the R2 side of the SRDF/Metro RDF group. This section will explain setting
up Microsoft failover cluster using SRDF/Metro using the following steps:

Step 1: Format
the disk
resources on a
node and add
them to cluster

•

Step 1: Format the disk resources on a node and add them to cluster

•

Step 2: Customize cluster disks or convert them to CSVs

•

Step 3: Set up SQL Server failover cluster

•

Step 4: Update the dependencies for other shared disks if not using CSVs

Any cluster node can be used to format the disks presented to it by SRDF/Metro. On
Windows Server 2019, an allocation unit size of 128K and higher is available when
formatting a device. It is recommended to format the disks with at least the 128KB
allocation unit. This provides better performance and predictable behavior when using
Windows offloaded data transfer (ODX) and PowerMax Deduplication, because the 128K
allocation unit size aligns with the 128K track size used on the PowerMax device. Once
disks are formatted, they will be available in Windows failover cluster manager to be
added as cluster available storage.
Use Computer Management (1) > Disk Management to scan and the PowerMax
devices visible to the host. Use Failover Cluster Manager (2) > Storage > Disks (3) and
click the Add Disk (4) action to add those disks to failover cluster, as shown in the figure
below:
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Figure 26. Formatted disks on a cluster node

Step 2:
Customize
cluster disks or
convert them to
CSVs

SRDF/Metro disks added to the cluster are shared resources across all cluster nodes.
Any cluster node will have consistent Read/Write access to those disks whether the
nodes are on the R1 side or the R2 side of the SRDF/Metro RDF group. These disks can
be used as shared disk resources across the cluster, or they can be converted to cluster
shared volumes (CSVs).
The disks that are added to failover cluster will appear as reserved disks on the disk
manager for safety. This will prevent any operation on them outside the control of the
cluster manager. However, they can be renamed as desired by using the cluster
manager.
To customize the disks added to the failover cluster, follow these steps:
1.

Use Failover Cluster Manager > Storage > Disks (1) to see the list of available
disks.

2.

Select the disk and open the properties (3)

3.

Change the name of the clustered disk as desired (4)

4.

Volume name will change to the new cluster disk given (5)
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Figure 27. Add second node to existing cluster

While we can use the disks as a shared available storage resource in the cluster, using
CSVs provides a consistent shared name space across all cluster nodes. CSVs are
owned by a cluster node, which will act as an arbitrator. Other cluster nodes can also
access the CSVs under the coordination of this node. This allows very quick access to
any cluster node and ownership can be transferred to other nodes very easily for load
balancing or failover.
To convert available disks to CSVs, follow these steps:
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1.

Use Failover Cluster Manager > Storage > Disks (1) to see the list of
available disks (2).

2.

Use Action tab (3) option “Add to cluster shared volumes” to convert
available NTFS formatted disk to CSV.

3.

Use the disk properties to optionally rename the disks.

4.

Once the disk is converted to CSV it will appear consistently on all storage nodes
at the default path of such as “C:\ClusterStorage\Volume1” as shown in the figure
under Volume (5). Except for the disk witness quorum used by failover cluster all
other disks can be converted to CSV.
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Figure 28. Converting available disks to CSVs

Step 3: Set up
SQL Server
failover cluster

Setting up a SQL Server failover cluster requires the installation of SQL Server as a
failover cluster instance on all cluster nodes. If not all the cluster nodes are ready at the
time of initial deployment, they can be added and set up later. As part of the setup steps
use one of the shared disks setup in prior section (such as SQL_2082_S) as default
storage device for SQL Server databases. Other details of how to setup SQL Server
failover cluster instance are outside the scope of this document but they can be found in
References.
Once the SQL Server failover cluster instance is setup it will appear with “Running” status
on Failover Cluster Manager > Roles.

Figure 29. SQL Server failover cluster instance running
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Step 4: Update
the
dependencies
for other shared
disks if not using
CSVs

To create SQL Server databases on the clustered storage, if CSVs are not in use, it is
important to update the dependencies of the SQL Server role on those disk resources.
This ensures that when the failover happens, the failover cluster will also bring those
resources online on the surviving node for proper startup of the SQL Server role on that
node. To update the dependencies, follow these steps:
1.

Use Failover Cluster Manager > Disks to see available storage devices (1)

2.

Use Failover Cluster Manager > Roles (2) and select SQL Server failover
cluster role

3.

Select SQL Server role properties (3) and add cluster disks to the list of
additional dependencies (4).

Figure 30. Updating dependencies for shared disks

Once the dependencies are updated, the SQL Server role will show them. Upon failover,
all these resources will be brought online so that the SQL Server role can come online.
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Figure 31. Updated dependencies for SQL Server role
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PowerMax SRDF/Metro and Microsoft SQL Server failover cluster
tests
This section describes Microsoft SQL Server failover tests using SRDF/Metro on
PowerMax. It is important to note that the PowerMax storage system we used for the tests
was a single-engine (brick) system. Therefore, the purpose of this test was not to show
the best performance but was instead to show the high availability of the application.

Hardware and
software
components

The table below describes the hardware and software components that were used for our
Microsoft SQL Server testing using SRDF/Metro on PowerMax.
Table 2.

Hardware and software used for testing

Category

Type

Quantity/size

Release

Storage system

PowerMax 8000 storage
system

1 x brick, 1 TB raw cache

PowerMaxOS 5978 Q3 2020
Release

20 x NVMe NAND SSD
8 x NVMe SCM

Database servers

1 x Dell PowerEdge R740

Dell server: 2 x Intel Xeon Gold 6248 2.5GHz (total 40 cores), 512 GB
RAM

Operating System
(OS)

Windows Server 2019 with failover cluster

Ethernet adapater
for iSCSI

Broadcom Adv.

One dual port 25GbE adapter
(total of 2 initiator ports)

Multipathing

Windows MPIO

On Windows Server

Microsoft
Application

Microsoft SQL Server

Failover Cluster SQL Server
instance

Benchmark tool

OLTP

OLTP: HammerDB v3.3

Microsoft SQL Server 2019

On the SQL Server database, we configured eight file groups on 200 GB Data devices
and one 150 GB Log device. The total allocated capacity was 1.2 TB.
For the tests, we used eight physical paths per device supported by MPIO’s default round
robin path selection policy.

Test Case 1:
Moving a shared
disk resource to
another node

In this scenario we will demonstrate how an application will continue to run as a shared
disk resource (in CSV or non CSV case) is moved between cluster nodes. Because
SRDF/Metro provides high availability for shared disk resources, the application will
continue to function without any disruption. There might be some minor performance
degradation as the Windows failover cluster moves the chosen disk resource to another
node, but the application will continue to function normally. Note that in this test, the SQL
Server role continues to run on the same node throughout the test. Therefore, the
application I/Os are serviced by the R1 system throughout the test. Only disk resources
used by Windows Server failover feature a change in ownership.

Step 1: SQL Server running normally on all shared resources
In this test, SQL Server is running on all CSVs that are distributed on both available
Windows failover cluster node as far as the ownership is concerned. Even though disk
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resources are owned by different cluster nodes, host I/O will be performed on the local
node where SQL Server role is running. The PowerMax storage system on the R1 side of
SRDF/Metro will service all the I/Os, while the remote side of SRDF/Metro continuously
remains synced with the R1 side. The application is started and the number of
transactions per minute (TPM) is captured. In this step, SQL Server reported a TPM of
945K.

Figure 32. SQL Server running normally on all shared resources

Step 2: Some of the shared disks are moved to another cluster node
In this step of the test, some of the SQL Server disk resources are moved to another
node. To move resources, choose Move Available Storage (1) from the Action tab on
the failover cluster node and select the node to which the storage should be moved. SQL
Server role continues to run on the original node. The PowerMax system on the R1 side
will continue to service all the I/Os. There might be some brief degradation of
performance from the application’s standpoint when the disk resources are moved, but
the application will continue to run.
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Figure 33. Move storage from one cluster node to another

Step 3: SQL Server continues to run even after disk resources are moved
The application continues to run while the disk resources are moved. TPM information is
continuously captured. As shown in the figure below, other than brief degradation during
the disk resource movement from one node to another, performance is quickly restored
once that move completes. SQL Server reported a consistent performance of 913K TPM
after the resources came back up on the new node. The slightly lower TPM is due to the
node ownership change resulting in additional cluster coordination work by the Windows
Server failover cluster.

Figure 34. Application performance before, during, and after the disk resources moved

Test Case 2:
Moving entire
SQL Server role
to another node

In this scenario we will demonstrate a failover scenario in which SRDF/Metro allows an
application to restart very quickly even after the SQL Server role moves to another
surviving node. Because SRDF/Metro provides high availability for shared disk resources,
the Windows failover cluster can quickly bring up all resources online on the surviving
node. The application can be restarted right after that failover completes. During this test,
SQL Server will move from the R1 side to another node with proximity to the R2 side, and
the PowerMax system on the R2 side will start servicing I/Os. No changes to the SRDF
group are necessary because SRDF/Metro provides active/active availability to storage
devices on either side.

Step 1: SQL Server running normally on all shared resources
This step is similar to Step 1: SQL Server running normally on all shared resources,
where the SQL Server based application runs normally on the R1 side of the SRDF/Metro
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setup. The captured application TPM information is shown in the figure below as a
baseline.

Figure 35. SQL Server TPM on R1 side of SRDF/Metro

Step 2: SQL Server role failover to another node
In this step, we demonstrate the failover test by manually moving the SQL Server role
from one node to another. To perform manual failover follow these steps:
1.

Use Failover Cluster Manager > Roles > SQL Server role (1)

2.

On Action tab, select “Move” (2) and select the node to move the role to (3)

3.

Observe that all resources that SQL Server role depend upon are moved to
another node and SQL Server role is now running on new node as well (4).

During an automatic failover, this operation will be identical. The Windows failover cluster
will choose the surviving node and resume the SQL Server role on that node. The storage
system that is local to the SQL Server after the failover will continue to service all the I/Os.

Figure 36. Moved SQL Server role from one node to another

Step 3: Application restarted on another node
After all resources including disk resources and the IP SQL Server agent come up on the
surviving node, the SQL Server roles come back up and the application can resume its
normal operation. The figure below shows the application life cycle before the failover
(940K), at the time of failover (some brief downtime as SQL Server role moves), and after
the failover (steady state 966K).
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Summary

Figure 37. Application life cycle with failover

SQL Server high
availability
results summary

We used HammerDB 3.3 to run the OLTP test cases. These test cases show that
SRDF/Metro reduces the Recovery Time Objective (RTO) for the SQL Server failover
cluster drastically as the devices are highly available on both sides of SRDF/Metro cluster.
The Windows failover cluster can bring up disk resources after failover very quickly. Once
the disk resources are up, the SQL Server cluster role restarts very quickly as well,
resulting in very brief application downtime in the case of failures.

Summary
High Availability (HA) and Disaster Recovery (DR) capabilities are needed to protect
mission-critical data. The impact of not having a robust infrastructure is downtime, which
translates to financial and customer impact. As a result, companies cannot afford to have
extended downtime. Windows server failover cluster provides automatic failover and load
balancing for the cluster roles. Dell EMC SRDF/Metro provides an extended distance
solution for Windows Server failover cluster that maintains simplicity, reduces overhead
and reduces application downtime in the event of failover.
Smart DR extends SRDF/Metro to allow an SRDF/A (Asynchronous replications) leg to a
remote site, where both sides of the SRDF/Metro leverage a single remote copy of the
data. SRDF/Metro together with Smart DR supports a solution featuring HA and DR for
Windows Server failover clusters.
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Appendix: Microsoft failover cluster on VMware SRDF/Metro
Storage Cluster with PowerMax SRDF/Metro
This section shows the steps needed to configure a Microsoft failover cluster on a
VMware SRDF/Metro Storage Cluster with PowerMax SRDF/Metro. The focus of this
section is to describe the basics of such a configuration. For more details about this
configuration and best practices, see to the documents outlined in the References.
Setting up a Microsoft failover cluster on a VMware SRDF/Metro Cluster with PowerMax
SRDF/Metro involves the following steps:

Step 1: Set up
and run the ESXi
HA cluster

•

Step 1: Set up and run the ESXi HA cluster

•

Step 2: Configure VMware Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS)

•

Step 3: Configure VMware HA

•

Step 4: Configure Host and VM groups for SRDF/Metro based failover

•

Step 5: Configure Host rules

•

Step 6: Configure Data Store on SRDF/Metro devices

•

Step 7: Enable cluster on the data stores

•

Step 8: Create VM and edit SCSI controller settings

•

Step 9: Create VMDKs and assign them to the VM

•

Step 10: Create VM on remote side and use the above existing VMDKs

•

Step 11: Configure Windows failover cluster and SQL Server failover cluster on
these VMs

Set up the ESXi HA cluster on the desired number of nodes. In our case we created a
two-node ESXi cluster where each node is connected to one side of SRDF/Metro cluster.
The cluster can also have more than one node on either side of SRDF/Metro cluster and
ESXi HA will use them for load balancing and local failover.

Figure 38. Set up ESXi HA Cluster
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Step 2:
Configure
VMware
Distributed
Resource
Scheduler (DRS)

Follow these steps to configure DRS:
1.

On vSphere Client select ESXi HA cluster (1)

2.

Select Services > vSphere DRS (2)

3.

Turn on VMware DRS and configure it as required to allow the ESXi cluster to
move virtual machines to any cluster node for load balancing.

Figure 39. VMware DRS configuration

Step 3:
Configure
VMware HA

Follow these steps to configure VMware HA:
1.

On ESXi HA cluster select vSphere Availability (1)

2.

Click on Edit (2) and turn on VMware HA (3)

3.

Continue configuration of other options for HA (4) for various host monitoring,
VM restart, and heartbeat options.

Figure 40. VMware HA configuration

Step 4:
Configure Host
and VM groups
for SRDF/Metro
based failover
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Follow these steps to configure host and VM groups:
1.

Select ESXi HA cluster > VM/Host Groups

2.

Configure host groups to allow proper grouping of ESXi hosts for R1 and R2 side
of SRDF/Metro cluster. Such groupings will leverage the side of SRDF/Metro
which is in its proximity for host selection of failover. If SRDF/Metro links are
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operational but the failure is due to an ESXi host, VMware HA will take place
within the same group instead of switching over to the other side of the
SRDF/Metro cluster.
3.

Similarly, configure a VM group so that VMs continue to run on ESXi host on the
same side of the SRDF/Metro cluster if failover is due to a host issue.

Figure 41. VMware HA host and VM groups

Step 5:
Configure Host
rules

Follow these steps to configure host rules:
1.

Select ESXi HA cluster > Host rules to configure new rules on the Host and VM
groups just created. Host rules indicate in the event of the failover a VM should
run.

2.

Here is an example of a host rule (2) indicating that a VM should run on ESXi
hosts on the same side of SRDF/Metro cluster (3). When all the ESXi hosts on
that side are not operational, then the VM will failover to other side of SRDF/Metro
cluster.

Figure 42. VMware HA host rules

Step 6:
Configure Data
Store on
SRDF/Metro
devices

Now that VMware HA is configured and host rules are created, use SRDF/Metro HA
Setup, Adding SRDF/Metro Smart DR protection to an existing SRDF/Metro configuration
and Creating SRDF/Metro and Smart DR protection at the same time sections to
configure SRDF/Metro Smart DR for the ESXi HA cluster environment. Once SRDF/Metro
is configured, provision it to the ESXi cluster. Both R1 and R2 sides of the ESXi cluster
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will show devices with identical Network Addressing Authority identifier (NAA) validating
that the device identities match because of the SRDF/Metro configuration.

Figure 43. Device NAAs on both sides of ESXi cluster using SRDF/Metro

These devices display as “cluster enabled” under available storage for the ESXi host. Use
these devices to configure the data stores for an SRDF/Metro enabled VMware Metro
Cluster. Follow these steps for more details:
1.

vSphere Client select ESXi host (1) > Storage (2) > New Data Store (3) to
create new data store.

2.

Enter the name of the new data store (4) and select the select the disks that
shows “Cluster Enabled” (5).

3.

Enter VMFS options (6) and choose VMFS 6.

4.

Create appropriate partition (7) with block size of 1 MB.

Figure 44. Data store on SRDF/Metro devices
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Step 7: Enable
cluster on the
data stores

Create the data stores required for the Windows failover cluster and for the SQL Server
failover cluster setup. Once data stores are created, enable clustered VMDKs on them so
that the VMDKs can be presented to the Windows failover cluster as shared disks.
Follow these steps to enable cluster on the data store:
1.

On vSphere Client select ESXi host (1) and open up data store (2)

2.

Select the data store and choose Configure (3)

3.

Under Data Store Capabilities > Clustered VMDK select Enable (4)

4.

Respond to the pop up regarding enabling clustered VMDK (5) and enable it (6)

Figure 45. Setup cluster enabled VMDKs

Step 8: Create
VM and edit SCSI
controller
settings

Create a Windows Server 2019 VM on the ESXi host and start that VM. Also install
VMware tools on the VM, because without that, newly provisioned devices will not be
visible to the VMs. Edit the settings of this VM to configure the network controller and the
VMware Para Virtualized SCSI controller.
To create VM and edit settings follow these steps:
1.

Select ESXi cluster and create VM and install guest operating system (1),
power it on and install VMware tools (2)

2.

Power off the VM and edit the settings (3)

3.

Select Add Device (4) and add SCSI controller (5)

4.

Select VMware Paravirtual SCSI controller (6)
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Figure 46. VM creation and controller setup

Step 9: Create
VMDKs and
assign them to
the VM

Next, create the VMDKs on the cluster-enabled data stores that we created earlier. Create
thin-provisioned VMDKs, assign them to a para-virtualized SCSI controller, and set up
multi-writer support to allow multiple writers to write under the control of the cluster
services.
To create VMDK and assigning them to VMDK, follow these steps:
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1.

Power off VM (1) and open Edit Settings (2)

2.

Select Add New Device (3) and Hard Disk (4)

3.

Select the clustered data store where to create VMDK (5)

4.

Choose the properties of VMDK – size, thin provisioned eagerzeroed, SCSI
controller (Paravirtual) and multi writer support (6)
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Figure 47. VMDKs on clustered data store

Step 10: Create
VM on remote
side and use the
above existing
VMDKs

Now that VMDKs are provisioned to VM on the R1 side of SRDF/Metro cluster, the same
data stores and VMDKs will be visible to the R2 side as well. Create the VM on the host
group associated with the R2 side and edit the setting of the VM to use existing VMDKs.
To do create VM on remote side and assigning existing VMDKs follow these steps:
1.

Turn off the VM running on remote side R2 (1)

2.

Select Edit Settings (2) > Add New Device > Existing Hard Disk (3)

3.

Select the remote data store (4) and associated VMDK (5)
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Figure 48. Use existing VMDKs to setup R2 side of failover cluster

Step 11:
Configure
Windows failover
cluster and SQL
Server failover
cluster on these
VMs
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Both sides of the ESXi cluster on SRDF/Metro setup have shared storage visibility to their
respective VMs. Set up the Microsoft failover cluster and the SQL Server failover as
described in section Setting up Microsoft failover cluster with SRDF/Metro.
This process creates a fully operational SQL Server failover cluster that can leverage HA
from the Microsoft failover cluster, VMware HA as well as fully Active/Active capability of
SRDF Metro, and extended distance Smart DR.
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